In recent years, with the development of Chinese semantically annotated corpus, such as Chinese Proposition Bank and Normalization Bank, the Chinese semantic role labeling (SRL) task has been boosted. Similar to English, the Chinese SRL can be divided into two tasks: semantic role identification (SRI) and classification (SRC). Many features were introduced into these tasks and promising results were achieved. In this paper, we mainly focus on the second task: SRC. After exploiting the linguistic discrepancy between numbered arguments and ARGMs, we built a semantic role classifier based on a hierarchical feature selection strategy. Different from the previous SRC systems, we divided SRC into three sub tasks in sequence and trained models for each sub task. Under the hierarchical architecture, each argument should first be determined whether it is a numbered argument or an ARGM, and then be classified into finegained categories. Finally, we integrated the idea of exploiting argument interdependence into our system and further improved the performance. With the novel method, the classification precision of our system is 94.68%, which outperforms the strong baseline significantly. It is also the state-of-the-art on Chinese SRC.
Introduction
Semantic Role labeling (SRL) was first defined in Gildea and Jurafsky (2002) . The purpose of SRL task is to identify and classify the semantic roles of each predicate in a sentence. The semantic roles are marked and each of them is assigned a tag which indicates the type of the semantic relation with the related predicate. Typical tags include Agent, Patient, Source, etc. and some adjuncts such as Temporal, Manner, Extent, etc. Since the arguments can provide useful semantic information, the SRL is crucial to many natural language processing tasks, such as Question and Answering (Narayanan and Harabagiu 2004), Information Extraction (Surdeanu et al. 2003) , and Machine Translation (Boas 2002) . With the efforts of many researchers (Carreras and Màrquez 2004 , Moschitti 2004 , Pradhan et al 2005 , Zhang et al 2007 , different machine learning methods and linguistics resources are applied in this task, which has made SRL task progress fast.
Compared to the research on English, the research on Chinese SRL is still in its infancy stage. Previous work on Chinese SRL mainly focused on how to transplant the machine learning methods which has been successful with English, such as Sun and Jurafsky (2004) , and Xue (2008) . Sun and Jurafsky (2004) did the preliminary work on Chinese SRL without any large semantically annotated corpus of Chinese. They just labeled the predicate-argument structures of ten specified verbs to a small collection of Chinese sentences, and used Support Vector Machines to identify and classify the arguments. This paper made the first attempt on Chinese SRL and produced promising results. After the PropBank (Xue and Palmer 2003) was built, and Xue (2008) have produced more complete and systematic research on Chinese SRL. Moschitti et al. (2005) has made some preliminary attempt on the idea of hierarchical semantic role labeling. However, without considerations on how to utilize the characteristics of linguistically similar semantic roles, the purpose of the hierarchical system is to simplify the classification process to make it less time consuming. So the hierarchical system in their paper performs a little worse than the traditional SRL systems, although it is more efficient. Xue and Palmer (2004) did very encouraging work on the feature calibration of semantic role labeling. They found out that different features suited for different sub tasks of SRL, i.e. semantic role identification and classification. For semantic analysis, developing features that capture the right kind of information is crucial. Experiments on Chinese SRL (Xue and Palmer 2005, Xue 2008 ) reassured these findings.
In this paper, we mainly focus on the semantic role classification (SRC) process. With the findings about the linguistic discrepancy of different semantic role groups, we try to build a 2-step semantic role classifier with hierarchical feature selection strategy. That means, for different sub tasks, different models will be trained with different features. The purpose of this strategy is to capture the right kind of information of different semantic role groups. It is hard to do manual selection of features since there are too many feature templates which has been proven to be useful in SRC; so, we designed a simple feature selection algorithm to select useful features automatically from a large set of feature templates. With this hierarchical feature selection architecture, our system can outperform previous systems. The selected feature templates for each process of SRC can in turn reassure the existence of the linguistic discrepancy. At last, we also integrate the idea of exploiting argument interdependence to make our system perform better.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the semantically annotated corpus -Chinese Propbank is discussed. The architecture of our method is described in section 3. The feature selection strategy is discussed in section 4. The settings of experiments can be found in section 5. The results of the experiments can be found in section 6, where we will try to make some linguistic explanations of the selected features. Section 7 is conclusions and future work. 
The Chinese PropBank
The Chinese PropBank has labeled the predicateargument structures of sentences from the Chinese TreeBank . It is constituted of two parts. One is the labeled data, which indicates the positions of the predicates and its arguments in the Chinese Treebank. The other is a dictionary which service  for  the insurance company  now  until Until now, the insurance company has provided insurance services for the Sanxia Project.
lists the frames of all the labeled predicates. Figure  1 is an example from the PropBank 1 . We put the word-by-word translation and the translation of the whole sentence below the example.
It is quite a complex sentence, as there are many semantic roles in it. In this sentence, all the semantic roles of the verb 提供 (provide) are presented in the syntactic tree. We can separate the semantic roles into two groups.
The first group of semantic roles can be called the core arguments, which capture the core relations. In this sentence, there are three arguments of verb 提供 (provide) in this sentence. 保险公司 (the insurance company) is labeled as ARG0, which is the proto-agent of the verb. Specifically to the verb 提供 (provide), it is the provider. 保险服 务 (insurance services) is the direct object of the verb, and it is the proto-patient, which is labeled as ARG1. Specifically to the verb 提供 (provide), it represents things provided. 为三峡工程 (for the Sanxia Project) is another kind of argument, which is labeled as ARG1, and it represents the receiver.
The other group of semantic roles is called adjuncts. They are always used to reveal the peripheral information. There are two adjuncts of the target verb in this sentence: 截止目前 (until recently) and 已 (has), both of which are labeled as ARGM. However, the two ARGMs reveal information of different aspects. Besides the ARGM tags, the secondary tags "TMP" and "ADV" are assigned to the two semantic roles respectively. "TMP" indicates that 截止目前 (until recently) is a modifier representing the temporal information, and "ADV" indicates that 已 (has) is an adverbial modifier.
In the Chinese PropBank, the difference of the two groups is obvious. The core arguments are all labeled with numbers, and they are also called the numbered arguments. The numbers range from 0 to 4 in Chinese PropBank. The adjuncts are labeled with "ARGM".
Building a Hierarchical Semantic Role Classifier
In this section, we will discuss the linguistic fundaments of the construction of a hierarchical se-mantic role classifier. We use "hierarchical" to distinguish our classifier from the previous "flat" ones.
Linguistic Discrepancy of Different Semantic Role Groups
The purpose of the SRC task is to assign a tag to all the semantic roles which have been identified. The tags include ARG0-4, and 17 kinds of ARGMs (with functional tags). Previous SRC systems treat all the tags equally, and view the SRC as a multi-category classification task. However, we have different opinions of the traditional architecture. Due to the discussions in section 2, we noticed that the semantic roles can be divided into two groups naturally according to the different kinds of semantic information represented by them. Here we will make some linguistic analysis of the two semantic role groups. Conversely to the process of the syntactic realization of semantic roles, we want to find out what linguistic features make a constituent ARG0 instead of ARG1, or another constituent ARGM-TMP instead of ARGM-ADV, i.e. what features capture the most crucial information of the two groups.
As what we have assumed, the linguistic features which made a syntactic constituent labeled as either one of the core arguments or one of the adjuncts varies greatly. Take the sentence in section 2 as an example, even if the only information we have about the phrase 截止目前 (until now) is that it is an adjunct of the verb, we can almost confirm, no matter where this node takes place in the parsing tree, this constituent will be labeled as ARGM-TMP. 已 (has) is also the same. According to its meaning, the only category can be assigned to it is ARGM-ADV. But, things are quite different to the core argument. In the same sentence, 保险公司 (the insurance company) is a good example. If we limit our observation to the phrase itself, we can hardly assert that it is the ARG0 of the target verb. Only when we extend our observation to the syntactic structure level, find out it is the subject of this sentence, and the voice of the sentence is active, the semantic type of 保险公司 (the insurance company) is finally confirmed. If we have another sentence in which 保险公司 (the insurance company) is not the subject, but rather the object, and the target verb is 开办 (set up), then it will probably be labeled as ARG1.
Due to the analysis above, we can conclude the linguistic discrepancy of the two semantic role groups as follows. Core arguments and adjuncts share different kinds of inner linguistic consistency respectively. For the core arguments, the specific type cannot be determined with the information of the arguments only. At this level, the core arguments are dependent on other information except the information about themselves. For example, the information of syntactic structures is crucial to the determination of the types of core arguments, and trivial differences of the syntactic structures will lead to the different output. Because of this, we can say that the core arguments are sensitive to the syntactic structures. Compared to the core arguments, adjuncts are the opposite. They are relatively independent on other information, since most of the adjuncts can be easily classified just based on the information about themselves 2 . And although the positions of the adjuncts in the syntactic structure can vary, the types of the adjuncts are fixed. In this sense, the adjuncts are insensitive to the syntactic structures.
After we made the linguistic discrepancy of the two semantic role groups, we can make a bold assumption that the differences of the two groups can be reflected in the capability of different kinds of features to capture the crucial information for the two groups. For example, the "voice" features seems to be crucial to the core arguments but useless to the adjuncts. This assumption provided us with the idea of a hierarchical feature selection system.
In this system, we first classify the constituents into two classes: core arguments and adjuncts. And then, the system classifies core arguments and adjuncts separately. For different subtasks we only select the most useful features and discard the less pertinent ones. We hope to take utilization of the most crucial features to improve semantic role classification.
System Architecture
Previous semantic role classifiers always did the classification problem in one-step. However, in this paper, we did SRC in two steps. The architectures of hierarchical semantic role classifiers can be found in figure 2, which is similar with that in Moschitti et al. (2005) . As what has been shown in figure 2, a semantic role will first be determined whether it is a numbered argument or an ARGM by a binary-category classifier. And, then if the semantic role is a numbered argument, it will be determined by a 5-category classifier designed for ARGX, i.e. the numbered arguments. If it is an ARGM, the functional tag will be assigned by a 17-category classifier built for ARGMs. Accordingly, with this hierarchical architecture, the SRC problem is divided into 3 sub tasks, each of which has an independent classifier. While their paper has improved the SRC performance on English, it also has one potential disadvantage, which is that they didn't separate the core arguments and ARGMs. The influence and explanations of this defect are presented in Section 6. But in our hierarchical system, this problem can be solved. Since in the first step, we have separated the numbered arguments and ARGMs. We suppose that with the separation of the two semantic role groups, the system performance will be further improved.
Integrating the Idea of Exploiting

Feature Selection Strategy
Due to what we have discussed in the section 3.1, we need to select different features for the three sub task of SRC. In this paper, we did not make the selection manually; however, we make a simple greedy strategy for feature selection to do it automatically. Although the best solution may not be found, automatic selection of features can try far more combinations of feature templates than manual selection. Because of this, this strategy possibly can produce a better local optional solution.
First, we built a pool of feature templates which has proven to be useful on the SRC. Most of the feature templates are standard, so only the new ones will be explained. The candidate feature templates include:
Voice from Sun and Jurafsky (2004 subcat frame*, the rule that expands the parent node of the constituent in focus.
subcat frame@, the rule that expands the constituent in focus.
layer of the constituent in focus, the number of constituents in the ascending part of the path subtracted by the number of those in the descending part of path, e.g. if the path is PP-BNF↑VP↓VP ↓VV, the feature extracted by this template will be -1.
SemCat (semantic category) of predicate, SemCat of first word, SemCat of head word, SemCat of last word, SemCat of predicate + SemCat of first word, SemCat of predicate + SemCat of last word, predicate + SemCat of head word, SemCat of predicate + head word.
The semantic categories of verbs and other words are extracted from the Semantic Knowledge-base of Contemporary Chinese (Wang et al. 2003) .
verb AllFrameSets, the combination of all the framesets of a predicate.
verb class + verb AllFrameSets, verb AllFrameSets + head word, verb AllFrameSets + phrase type.
There are more than 40 feature templates, and it is quite difficult to traverse all the possible combinations and get the best one. So we use a greedy algorithm to get an approximate optimal solution.
The feature selection algorithm is as follows. Each time we choose one of the feature templates and add it into the system. The one, after which is added, the performance is the highest, will be chosen. Then we continue to choose feature templates until there are no one left. In the end, there are a series of feature sets, which recorded the process of feature selection. Then we choose the feature set which can perform the best on development set. The code of feature selection algorithm is designed in Figure 3. 1. add all feature templates to set S ,the set of selected feature templates C 0 is null 2. for i = 0 to n-1, n is the number of elements in S 3. P i =0 4.
for each feature template ft j in set S 5.
C' i = C i + ft j 6.
train a model with features extracted by C' i and test on development set 7.
if the result P' > P i 8.
P i = P' , k= j 9.
end for 10.
C i+1 = C i + ft k 11. S = S -ft k 12. end for 13. the set C m correspondent to P m , which is the highest, will be chosen. To make a comparison, we also built a traditional 1-step semantic role classifier based on this feature selection strategy. We will take this classifier as the baseline system.
Experiment Settings
Classifier
In our SRL system, we use a Maximum Entropy toolkit with tunable Gaussian Prior and L-BFGS parameter estimation, which is implemented by Zhang Le. This toolkit is available at http://homepages.inf.ed.ac.uk/s045 0736/maxent_toolkit.html. It can well handle the multi-category classification problem and it is quite efficient.
Data
We use Chinese PropBank 1.0 (LDC number: LDC2005T23) in our experiments. PropBank 1.0 includes the annotations for files chtb_001.fid to chtb_931.fid, or the first 250K words of the Chinese TreeBank 5.1. For the experiments, the data of PropBank is divided into three parts. 648 files (from chtb_081 to chtb_899.fid) are used as the training set. The development set includes 40 files, from chtb_041.fid to chtb_080.fid. The test set includes 72 files, which are chtb_001 to chtb_041, and chtb_900 to chtb_931. We use the same data setting with Xue (2008) , however a bit different from .
Results and Discussion
The results of the feature selection are presented in table1. In this table, "Baseline" indicates the 1-step architecture, and "Hierarchical" indicates the "hierarchical feature selection architecture" implemented in this paper. "X_M", "ARGX" and "ARGM" indicate the three sub-procedures of the hierarchical architecture, which are "ARGX and ARGM separation", "ARGX classification", "ARGM classification" respectively. "Y" in the table indicates that the feature template has been selected for the sub task.
According to table 1, we can find some interesting facts, which in turn prove what we found about semantic role groups in section 3.1.
In table 1, feature templates related to the syntactic structure includes: voice-related group (voice, voice information, path to BA and BEI), framerelated group (verb class, verb class + head word, verb class + phrase type, all frames of verb, verb class + all frames of verb), the layer of argument, position and 4 kinds of subcat frames. As we assumed before, these features are crucial to core arguments but of little use to adjuncts. The results have proven this assumption. Of the entire 14 syntactic structure-related feature templates, 8 were selected by the ARGX process but only 2 was selected by the ARGM process. The two exceptions should be viewed as the result of random impact, which cannot be avoided in automatic feature selection.
Compared with the different features selected by these tasks, we can find other interesting results. Few of the features selected by the X_M process also have related with the verb or the syntactic structures, which is quite similar with the ARGM process. This is probably because most of ARGMs are easy to be identified without syntactic structure information, which makes the opposite of ARGMs, i.e. the ARGXs easy to be filtered. Besides, the features selected by the baseline system have much in common with those selected by the ARGX process. This can be explained by the fact that both in the development and test set, the amount of core arguments outperforms that of adjuncts. The proportions between core arguments and adjuncts are 1.79:1 on the development set, and 1.63:1 on the test set. Because of the bias, the baseline system will tend to choose more syntactic structure-related features to label core arguments precisely. Table 3 Error rate analysis on the test set In table 3, the percentages are calculated the way that the number of the errors was divided by the number of the arguments in the test set. ARGX/ARGM errors represent the errors that the semantic roles are classified into wrong group, e.g. ARGXs are labeled as ARGMs and vice versa. The inner errors represent the errors in a group, e.g. ARG0 are labeled as ARG1. From this table, we can find that ARGX is the most difficult task. X-M and ARGM are less challenging. Besides the relatively little error reduction in the ARGM process, the greatest part of improvement comes from the process of the most difficult sub task: the ARGX sub task. It is a bit surprising that the first step of the X_M in the hierarchical system process did not perform better than that in the baseline system.
Baseline Table 4 Detailed labeled precision on the test set Table 4 presented the labeled precision of each type of semantic role. It demonstrates that with respect to ARGMs and ARGXs, the hierarchical system outperforms the baseline system. Furthermore, the improvement on ARGXs is greater than that of ARGMs. All types of numbered arguments get improvement in the hierarchical architecture, especially ARG1, ARG4 and ARG3. Although the performances of some types of the ARGMs decreased, the performances of all types of the ARGMs which occurs more than 100 times increased, including ADV (adverbials), LOC (locatives), MNR (manner markers) and TMP (temporal markers).
After the hierarchical system was built, we tried to integrate the idea of exploiting argument interdependence into our system. We extract the semantic context features in a linear order, with the window size from [0,0] to [-3,3] . Larger window sizes are of little value since too few arguments have more than 6 other arguments in context. The results are presented in Table 5 integrating window selection into our system "Base" stands for the hierarchical system built above, without semantic context features. "+window selection" indicates the new system which has utilized the idea of exploiting argument interdependence. The best window sizes for the baseline system, ARGX and ARGM processes in the hierarchical system are [0,0], [-1,1], [0,0] respectively, which were determined by testing on the development set. We can find that only for the ARGX process, the semantic context features are useful. For the baseline system and the ARGM process, exploiting argument interdependence does not help improve the performance. This conclusion is different from Jiang et al. (2004) , but it can be explained in the following way.
In fact, the interdependence only exists among core arguments. For ARGMs, it is a different thing. An ARGM cannot provide any information about the type of the arguments close to it and the semantic context features does not help the classification of ARGMs. Also, take the sentence in section 2 as an example, the fact that 截止目前 (until now) is ARGM-TMP cannot raise the probability that 保险 公司 (the insurance company) is ARG0 or 已 (has) is ARGM-ADV and vice versa. However, if we know that 保险公司 (the insurance company) is ARG0, at least the phrase 保险服务 (insurance services) can never be ARG0. The semantic context features extracted from or for ARGMs will do harm to the improvement of the system, since they are irrelative information. Because of the same reason, the performance of base system also decreased when semantic context features were extracted, since the core arguments and the ARGMs are mixed together in the baseline system.
But for the ARGX sub task of our hierarchical system, since we have separated the numbered arguments and ARGMs first, the influences of ARGMs can be eliminated. This made the interdependence of core arguments can be directly explored from the extraction of semantic context features. So the ARGX sub task is improved.
To prove that our method is effective, we also make a comparison between the performances of our system and , Xue (2008) . Xue (2008) is the best SRL system until now and it has the same data setting with ours. The results are presented in Table 6 .
X & P (2005) We have to point out that all the three systems are based on Gold standard parsing. From the table 6, we can find that our system is better than both of the related systems. Our system has outperformed Xue (2008) with a relative error reduction rate of 9.8%.
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we have divided all the semantic roles into two groups according to their semantic relations with the verb. After the grouping of the semantic roles was made, we designed a hierarchical semantic role classifier. To capture the accurate information of different semantic role groups, we designed a simple feature selection algorithm to calibrate features for each sub task of SRC. It was very encouraging that the hierarchical SRC system outperformed the strong baseline built with traditional methods. And the selected features could be explained, which in turn proves that the linguistic discrepancy of semantic role groups not only exists but also can be captured. Then we integrated the idea of exploiting argument interdependence to further improve the performance of our system and explained linguistically why the results of our system were different from the ones in previous research.
Although we make discriminations of arguments and adjuncts, the analysis is still coarse-grained. Yi et al. (2007) has made the first attempt working on the single semantic role level to make further improvement. However, the impact of this idea is limited due to that the amount of the research target, ARG2, is few in PropBank. What if we could extend the idea of hierarchical architecture to the single semantic role level? Would that help the improvement of SRC?
